
Race 1  3-1-6 
The Yingyang   Has been racing well since coming East and gets 
a favorable crew to race against tonight that should make him 
the top entry. 
Jazzmatazz    Seems to be getting stronger every week and with 
rail control we like his chances. 
Flameproof Hanover    Likely the class of the field but with him 
not racing since June of 2020 we will be cautious and let him get 
a start under his belt. 
Race 2   3-4-6 
Playin For Keeps   This veteran comes from Ottawa into the red 
hot Campbell stable. This should be a race for place. 
Overbearing   Has the kind of class where he can keep rolling 
and could play spoiler in here. 
Dilans Mustang   Worth considering for a piece of it. 
Most Probable       Playin For Keeps 
Race 3  1-3-6 
Scarlet Dragon   Rail control and class relief added to how she 
has been racing makes her the one to beat. 
Bugtown Superstar   Should get another nice trip in here to be a 
part of the final frames. 
Badlands Giovanna   A driver change can make all the 
difference in the world to an aged horse and we’re hoping it 
sparks this mare into the triactor. 
Value Play     Pleasing Pink 
Race 4  1-4-2 
Southwind Bronn   Finally draws inside again and if he throws 
down one of those 1:56 miles he should be the one to knock off. 
Catchme If Lou Can   Has been a part of it every single week in 
this class so why should that change today? 
Montysgonemarble    Has put together a new lease on life in 
recent weeks and with him drawing the best post he’s had in 
months we like him to be a part of the final outcome. 
Race 5   8-2-3 
Magical Cowgirl    Eight hole or not she fits this class perfectly 
and if can get in position to make one of her late rallies work she 
is a top contender. 
Windmerenoharmdone   We think she is a big time player in 
here and if our top pick has too much ground to make up this 
should be the one to pick up the pieces. 
Private Dancer    Was stickhandled beautifully down the 
stretch to somehow get her nose on the wire first last week. Gets 
Campbell today and we don’t know what to expect. Take a look 
at her. 
Race 6   6-5-7 
JJ Jillian   Honestly an instant pick would provide as much 
clarity as we can give you in this field. This mare has over 30 
lifetime starts in the maiden class but today looks like when it 
could all come together for her. There is no question that this 
will be a great betting race. 
Son Of Gracious   Draws as good as he has been today and 
looks to be another one with a live shot at the lion’s share. 
Windemere Arts    Will be on top of many of your tickets and 
maybe she does belong there but with post 7 we’ll place her 
third. 
Longshot Play    Timberlea Express 

Race 7  3-5-2 
Elm Grove Mistress    Will be pointed to the lead and should be 
very tough to track down. 
Roselily    Gets a healthy dose of class relief for this one and will 
no doubt have a large part to play. 
La Vie En Rose    Should get a very tidy trip in here and be part 
of the triactor. 

Race 8  1-3-2 
Adventure Luck    Continues his retirement tour with rail 
control. This is his race to lose. 
Shiftyn Georgie    Looks like it’s time for another game of 
front-end action and will be one tough customer to beat off the 
point. 
Positive Art   Should benefit from all the action between the 
horse on the inside and outside of him to get a big slice of it. 

Race 9  1-6-2 
Hughgetthecredit    Last time he had the rail and Campbell in 
the seat he clicked for a 1:55 and change victory. Is up in class 
today but if he can use his post position to his advantage he 
could just pull an upset. 
Soccer Hanover   Will be the favourite in here and with good 
reason. The way he closes at the end makes him a top contender. 
Pictonian Storm   Scored a confidence boosting victory last 
week and draws inside to make him one to take a hard look at.  

Race 10  2-7-6 
Egamer   Finally draws inside and if Murphy gets him off on the 
right foot there could be nothing but open road ahead of him. 
Instant Shadow   The only thing we don’t like is the draw and it 
does make a big difference to this horse. We’ll place him second. 
Likely To Win    Made a rare break in stride last week but we 
don’t see it happening again today so with this class he is a must 
use. 

Race 11  1-5-2 
Flash In The Pang   Toyed with his rivals last time and draws 
the rail in the pace of the night. Merner has a few ways he can 
play this but the main thing is to keep up handy the action to 
loom the danger at the end. 
Hunger Pangs    Is on top of his game right now and we like 
him for the second part of a Pang Shui exactor. 
Nogreatmischief    The veteran Cheverie will have this pacer in 
the perfect spot to get everything he can in here and it may be 
even more than we give him credit for. 

Race 12  2-5-7 
Eagle Jolt    Another horse on his retirement swing that draws 
inside and should be hard to deny tonight. 
Flowersonthebeach    No matter what class this guy is in he is 
hard to leave out.  
Theycallmedude    With this guy dropping in class coupled 
with his closing kick you have to use him somehow even from 
the outside. 
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